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NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL 

REPORT 

Subject: NORTH LANARKSHIRE 
CCTV - PROGRESS REPORT 

Purpose of Report 

The purpose of the report is to advise members on progress of North Lanarkshire 
CCTV Ltd. 

Background 

Reports have previously been submitted to the Planning and Environment 
Committee and the former Economic Development Committee to update and advise 
members of the progress, and issues arising, of public space CCTV within the 
Authority. 

Current Position 

CCTV continues to be a contentious subject, particularly in areas suffering the 
effects of anti-social behaviour, criminality and fear of crime. 

Many local communities continue to seek the installation of CCTV cameras as a tool 
in the fight to upgrade and energise the response to these problems. 

Such aspirations, however, are becoming more difficult to achieve, given the costs, 
which can be involved. 

The following details highlight the current situation. 

- Research into Central Monitoring now at an advanced stage with technical and 
location aspects now being finalised. Anticipated costs for the project to first 
stage completion are approximately f 2.2m. Findings of the research suggest 
that major benefits, short and long term, can be obtained, with the possibility of 
introducing additional services into the system. 
Ongoing discussions have been held with the Police to improve the operational 
liaison arising from the introduction of the new Divisional Command and Control 
Centre. 
AudioNisual links with Police now in place to assist camera operators. 
Helppoints now in place and being trialed. 
Radio Link continues to be an asset to town centres. 
Trials also being arranged for mobile response cameras. This will allow short 
term installations to be put in place to deal with specific problems, e.g. fly- 
tipping, crowd control, as well as being able to target certain areas of concern. 
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4 Financial Position 

Funding comprises: 

(a) Council grant f65,000 (core and supplementary) 
(b) Strathclyde Joint Police Board f72,000 
(c) Income Generation 

Cameras f 175,000 
Radio Link f 15,000 

(d) Community Safety Award f50,000 

Estimated Total Income - f377,OOO 

- The revenue support from the Strathclyde Joint Police Board is not 

The Community Safety Award has been withdrawn with effect from 05/06. 
guaranteed on an ongoing basis. 

Investigations are underway to consider how this sum can be replaced. 
- 

5 Outcomes 

5.1 Although service delivery, in general, is satisfactory, it is clear that, with the changes 
associated with the revised Police Command and Control Centre, further work will 
be required with the Police to ensure that service levels are optimised. 

6 Future 

6.1 Sustainability continues to be a key consideration for the company. Confirmation of 
the funding for the centralisation project is anticipated later this year. Once the 
funding package is confirmed this will enable the development of a range of new 
services which will make a contribution to the ongoing revenue sustainability of the 
organisation. 

6.2 Strong links with all partners, particularly the Police, will require to be continued and 
strengthened. 

7 Summary 

7.1 The development of the Company has continued and this will be further extended 
with the phased implementation of Centralised Monitoring Project. The need to 
consolidate and expand working partnerships is essential. 

7.2 Financial support and sustainability are aspects which have been with the Company 
from the outset and are, still, no less important at this time. 

8 Recommendations 

8.1 Members are asked to note and approve the content of the report. 

David M Porch 
Director of Planning and Environment 30 January 2005 

For further information, please contact John Halpin, North Lanarkshire CCTV Ltd., tel. 01698 266566 


